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Abstract
Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by a foreground linguistic deficit that extends to other cognitive
functions. Structural and cognitive impairments depend of the PPA subtype. Different pathological causes can lead to PPA, such as frontotemporal
dementia (FTD) or Alzheimer disease (AD). An early differential diagnosis between the different aetiologies seems crucial to set up an appropriate
care but remains difficult to make, according to the several diagnosis changes that can occur. Moreover, non-pharmacological interventions such
as speech therapy have proven their usefulness in compensating and maintaining functional communication and the use of graphical parameters
have shown a significant handwriting difference between several diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or Parkinson’s disease (PD). In this
respect, it would be interesting to take graphic parameters into account within the framework of a classification of parameters characteristic of the
neurodegenerative diseases.
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Introduction
Progressive primary aphasia (PPA) brings together a group
of neurodegenerative diseases that have the particularity to be
characterised by a linguistic deficit which remains isolated before
extending to other cognitive functions (such as the executive process,
memory, praxis or computation) [1-3]. The starting age of PPA is
between 50 and 65 years [4] and survival age is estimated from
10 to 15 years [5]. No aetiological pharmacological intervention
treatment is available, however, therapeutic approaches are
possible, such as targeted rehabilitation of language. In terms of
pharmacology, Bromocriptine [6] and Galantamine [7] were used
with small cohorts of patients without conclusive data.
So far, the literature identifies three PPA subtypes: The
agrammatic subtype (PPA-G), the semantic subtype (PPA-S) and the
logopenic subtype (PPA-L). The semantic subtype has often been

assimilated to the concept of semantic dementia (SD) [8-13]. It has
been proposed that PPA-S constitutes a purely linguistic variant of
the SD [14] or vice versa, that the SD represents an evolved or even
more extended form of PPA-S [1]. These phenotypic distinctions
have also been studied by those who propose to differentiate the
“typical forms” of SD with multi-modal involvement of atypical
forms with isolated involvements of the language [15].

Structural impairment and functional impairment

The aphasic disorders found depends on the type of PPA and
the affected structural regions. The expressive side of PPA-G is
based on laborious, agrammatic discourses and made of aphasic
transformations of phonemic paraphasia type. At the receptive
level, understanding depends on the syntactic complexity of the
sentence [3,16,17]. The lesion is located in the lower frontal cortex,
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in the Broca region and the anterior parts of the insula [10,18-20].
Other authors have also shown parietal and temporal lesions [20].
PPA-L is based, at the expressive level, on a lack of the word
that alters the fluidity of the language. Understanding is preserved
at the beginning, but can be altered in illness evolution, due to
disorders of the phonological loop. Understanding is dependent on
the length of sentences [10-11]. It is characterized by lesions of the
posterior external temporary cortex and the parietal cortex with
Wernicke’s air [10,20,21].

PPA-S expressive aspects are characterized by semantic
paraphasias and receptive aspects are characterized by
impairments of word comprehension in the oral or written mode
[14,22]. PPA- S is characterized by an involvement of the anterior
temporal cortex [10,23,24] and the inferior and middle temporal
cortex [25]. A fiber-tracking method (DTI) [21] on a small sample
(N = 5) also reported an infiltration of several connecting beams
passing through the temporal lobe. PPA mixed are characterised by
several symptoms of the three forms previously presented.

Diagnosis and evolution of APP

APP can be due to different pathological causes, most commonly
frontotemporal dementia (FTD) or Alzheimer disease (AD). The
early differential diagnosis between the different aetiologies
seems crucial as it could induce the avoidance of inappropriate
use of anticholinesterase inhibitors (AchI). In addition, some APP
phenotype should lead to inappropriate AchI use. AchI seem not
appropriate to the FTD physiopathology as prominent cholinergic
deficit has been identified only in AD [26]. Atypical AD is suspected
facing some PPA phenotypes and along their evolution. Cholinergic
treatment may be beneficial for an atypical AD but is suspected to
worsen behavioral symptoms of fronto temporal dementia (FTD).
The PPA diagnosis is made when the three following criteria are met:
there is a progressive aphasic disorder that increases distortions of
word usage or comprehension; the language impairment constitutes
the most salient deficit and causes most of the daily living activities
impairment during the initial stages of illness; and the underlying
disease is considered neurodegenerative [1]. The neurodegenerative
diagnosis trajectory is still debated as several diagnosis changes
occur during the course of this disease due to phenotype evolution
from isolated language alterations to global cognitive impairment
with multiple neuropsychiatric symptoms 7. Even if the PPA
duration is estimated at about 6 years, language symptoms could
stay the only set of signs for as many as 10-14 years. After few years,
in addition to psychiatric and neurologic symptoms, deficits in new
cognitive domains appear but the language dysfunction seems to
remain the most salient feature and to be impaired the most quickly
throughout the degeneration process [8,27]. PPA-L is considered
as an atypical phenotype of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [28]. PPA
then evolves to a more generalized cognitive impairment and is so
called PPA-plus. PPA patients could exaggerate their acalculia and
ideomotor/visuoconstructive apraxia that even exists but stayed
non-prominent hitherto. Several neuropsychiatric symptoms
could also emerge [29]. In a longitudinal follow-up study with
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clinicopathological analysis, 54% of the cohort developed a second
or third syndrome other than PPA (FTD, progressive supranuclear
palsy, or corticobasal degeneration) [9]. Neurodegenerative
diagnosis underlying PPA still a major outcome as this phenotype
is evolving. The underlying physiopathology is not clear as several
nonspecific anomalies have been identified and non-highly specific
clinicopathological correlation is reported.

Contribution of graphic markers in the early and
differential diagnosis of Primary Progressive Aphasia

Although the literature on biomarkers of neurodegenerative
pathologies and brain damage is abundant, research on the
parameters of daily life activities associated with global and fine
motor functions remains scarcer. Nevertheless, their consideration
seems essential for two major points:

The precise analysis of the changes observed at the
preclinical stages will allow a better understanding and a more
global vision compared to other neurocognitive disorders.
These analyzes could allow the development of noninvasive and inexpensive tools to support conventional, invasive
and more costly techniques (lumbar puncture or PET Scan).

Markers of this type appear to be particularly relevant in
differential diagnosis because the biomarkers currently used have
been criticized for their lack of specificity [30], in particular because
individuals with biomarkers in vivo may never present with clinical
symptoms [31]. Considering behavioral parameters in a differential
context with other pathologies could thus bring more reliability in
the diagnosis. As these ecological methods can now be recorded
by high quality and generally inexpensive sensors (digital tablets,
digital voice recorders) with high temporal and spatial resolution,
various experts have encouraged their use for diagnosis [32-34].
Regarding graphic markers, several studies have revealed that they
are affected early in people with moderate to severe Alzheimer’s
disease [35]. Studies have also shown that motor activity reveals
language-related characteristics, due to the involvement of motor
areas of the brain in writing [36], and that even mild disorders can
be detected by means of motor parameters (reduction in written
pressure) during language production tasks. Handwriting requires
the implementation of cognitive processes related to language as
well as planning, coordination and motor performance. It has thus
been shown that people with cognitive decline overall have a lower
writing speed and pressure with a longer writing time, and this
especially when analyzing cursive loops [37]. The performances
of handwriting know therefore a significant change which it would
be interesting to take into account within the framework of a
classification of parameters characteristic of the neurodegenerative
diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease
(PD)) or the PPA [38].

Conclusion

To date, there is no pharmacological treatment modifying or
delaying PPA. However, non-pharmacological interventions, such
as speech therapy [39] have proven to be useful in compensating
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for and maintaining functional communication. Early diagnosis
of PPA is therefore crucial because it increases the possibilities
of appropriate clinical interventions, coordinated care plans,
symptom management, improvement of patient safety, but also
the possibility of reducing health costs and the period before the
institutionalization of affected persons. Nevertheless, the diagnosis
of APP is a major challenge in clinical practice because this
phenotype is complex and constantly evolving. Language symptoms
being the earliest and most prominent signs at the beginning of the
pathology, graphic writing markers, little studied until now like the
voice, could constitute ecological indices of great interest for the
early diagnosis of PPA.
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